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SIDE LINKED 6M XL FLAT
PACK STORE BUNDLE
Quickfind Code: 280

Part Number: SALE 2 X LINKED FLATPACK STORE 6M
SIDE BY SIDE GAL

£6,150.00 (exc. VAT)

£7,380.00 (inc. VAT)
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PRODUCT DETAILS
The 6m XL flat pack side by side bundle is a unique product, and

provides all the components to create large work or storage areas at

a fraction of other building costs.

The bundle comprises:
● 2no 6m XL stores

● 1no 6m side linking kit

Erection of the side linked 6m XL bundle does require a more skilled

team than the standard range of flat pack stores, this is mainly due to

the larger and heavier parts necessitating access to some lifting

equipment to move the parts and to assist with erection and linking

of the building (this could be a suitable forklift, telescopic handler,

crane, overhead gantry). Parts other than the floor and roof can still

be moved by hand if necessary, but typically require 4-6 people and

a risk assessment to do so.

The need for mechanised lifting does not limit the unique benefits of

the Portable Space flat pack range, its still possible to locate the 6m

XL linked bundle in places that a normal HIAB equipped vehicle

could not deliver. For example on construction sites or playing fields

the component parts can easily be moved with an all terrain forklift,

telehandler or small flat bed truck across fields and tracks that would

make it either impossible or exceptionally expensive for delivery of a

standard container.

The side linked set up gives you the opportunity to create your own

fulfilment warehouse for your online business on your doorstep, a mini

warehouse for a fraction of the cost of almost any other option.

Please note the linked bundle cannot be lifted from above or below

once joined, as the linking kit is not designed for this and in any case

it would be physically to large to lift. Linking can only take place in

one direction (side by side or end on end) in one building. Unlimited,

additional side linked 6m XL stores can however be added to this

product as required.

If you need a 6m store and you either do not have access to suitable

lifting equipment or you need to move all parts by hand then please

take a look at 4m x 4.2m side linked store bundle (QF977) which is the

largest person portable side linked bundle we offer, comprising 2no

4m storage containers.

Please download the drawings from the download section to check

sizes or if you need help and advice to choose the right product for

your task please contact us.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
 External Length (m)  5.88

 External Width (m)  4.66

 External Height (m)  2.24

 Internal Length (m)  5.72

 Internal Width (m)  4.27

 Internal Height (m)  2.10

 Door Width (m)  1.75

 Floor Type  15mm OSB Board

 Weight (Flatpacked)
(kg)  1700

 
Weight Heaviest Part
(when Demounted)
(kg)

 306
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